OXSPRING NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN
MINUTES OF A MEETING BETWEEN JOINT CHAIRS OF THE STEERING
COMMITTEE AND BMBC PLANNING POLICY TEAM
8TH AUGUST 2016
12.00 noon

Present:

Cheryl Kelleher, Ann Walker, Helen Willows, Paula Tweed

Agenda:

Submission of Oxspring NDP for Regulation 16 Consultation

1

BMBC were advised that Oxspring's NDP has now been through its Regulation 14
Consultation and that all paperwork is now ready to be handed over for the Regulation 16
consultation that BMBC have to undertake on Oxspring's behalf.
ASW and CK discussed the timetable for submission of the NDP with PT and HW.

2

BMBC advised that Barnsley's Local Plan would be submitted during Autumn 2016 with a
provisional date for Examination in February 2017. It is anticipated that the Local Plan will
then be 'Adopted' during Summer 2017.

3

Discussions took place regarding the most appropriate time for submission of Oxspring's
NDP for Regulation 16 Consultation. Although there was some frustration at the delay in
submitting the NDP to BMBC it was agreed that it made sense to delay submission to avoid
any unwanted further delays and unnecessary additional expenditure should any issues or
potential changes need to be made to Barnsley's Local Plan at Examination.

4

It was however, agreed that Oxspring would submit their NDP immediately after BMBC
receives the written report on the Local Plan submission, from the Examiner, with a
prospective examination date for Oxspring's NDP as soon as possible after the Reg 16
consultation.
It was agreed that HW would check the process/time scale for appointing an Examiner as
soon as possible to avoid any delays with Oxspring's Examination. It was further agreed
that HW would check with the Elections Manager regarding the timetable of events and
time scales for the Referendum.

5

It was agreed that Oxspring would therefore be aiming to have the NDP 'Adopted' before the
end of 2017.

6

ASW and CK advised that we would be launching a campaign in the late spring of 2017 to
revitalise interest and to keep everyone in the village up to date with ongoing developments.

Meeting finished at 1.00 p.m.

